《The Cowman》Art View (I)

With the increase of age, one sees through all of the happiness, sorrow and all of the
emotions in between, some people move forward in large strides, yet some people march in
place, not knowing what the future holds. Confused!

《The Cowman》is young. Arrogant? Not so, in fact, he exudes a domineering demeanor,
with his head held high, not in the least inferior, putting up an unmatched “confidence
fortress”, and continues to march forward!

Don’t look down on being young; nor self-underestimate on being young.

《Contentment》Art View (II)

Since when have we all forgotten the most simplistic contentment of yesteryear, as well as
how we once felt? People continue to get covered in cuts and bruises all over.

Looking back, suddenly, we are shocked to find that we have forgotten what a carefree
lifestyle looked like, even more so, we’ve forgotten the most original appearance in our
innermost beings, but are pursuing the unattainable contentment.

If we could, dismissively, enjoy the attitude of contentment, we would no longer be feeling
the loss.

The real happiness then follows.

《Night Watch》Art View (III)

Draped in head to toe bright silvery white, accompanied by bright moonlight, with a steady
pace as light as the swallow, “night watching” the autonomous territory, regardless of day or
night, always playing the “sharp and highly capable” role, watching over every square inch
of the house on behalf of the master.

Dead of night, the mind firmly focused, a touch of confidence is evident with the slight
upward curve in the corner of the mouth.
The chest is full of the highest honor and accomplishment, continuing with the “night
watch” without slacking off, sparing the home from the noise and disturbance of the
outside world.

In the dark night, turning the energy of the moonlight into a ray of warmth that shines
over the home!

《999.9》Art View (IV)
Rise up, China.
Drift away, Taiwan.

Along the coast across the straight, gold bricks being held in front of the chest, gold
gleaming, flashing and charming. Is this the ultimate symbolism of wealth and prosperity?
Or, is it just a gold plated gorgeous coat that’s only skin deep? At least, what can be seen
clearly is that the “contemporary vision” is being passionately spread all over the place.

And what’s reflected in the mirror is an illusive empty shell, holding the gold brick, but
what’s different is that, a mirage that will burst at the slightest touch, even until now, it
remains in a state of dream, complacent and self-indulgent, hidden at the edge that will
soon be forgotten by the world, yet lacking the self awareness of where one is located! A
grand dream.

It cannot be denied that China is no doubt the masterpiece of the next century, no mater
the merits of its good or bad, it is evident that she is someone we need to learn from and
study.

You can be blind and ignorant, but you can not ignore that China is a great reality that
exists.

《Generation to Generation》Art View (V)
Dogs are man’s best companions.
Although life is short, it comes and goes in a flash.
At the same time, it actively continues the positive energy into the eternal future.
When it is born, a dog firmly believes in the pursuit of all that life has to offer, and brings a
role model to humans. Rather than to say that there’s a relationship between the pet and
its master, might as well use the analogy of a mirror where the two are dear friends who
learn from each other, examine each other and grow together.
Life’s journey has an end, however, a journey continuously filled with bright, active positive
attitude will bring endless passion and memories worth cherishing.
The spirit of “Generation to Generation” is passed through each generation through the
continuation of life.

《Waiting》Art View (VI)
In this busy ever-changing world, any second of the excessive waiting cannot be tolerated at
all because we are always pursuing efficiency.

At the same time, we miss meditating, the view from our journey, and the time we
spend alone with our thoughts.
All of the steps are so rushed and impatient.
The dog’s entire life is spent on the master, waiting for the passing of time, even if there are
no other reasons, it still waits quietly in the corner, for its owner to come home!
This is not excessive waiting, but the second to none loyal “waiting”. The only reason is to
wait for the owner’s appearance.
Have we neglected the dog “in waiting” for the owner?

